
Watercolor with Sean Callahan 
 
2 Containers for water (yogurt cup size) 
 
Paper 
1 Full Sheet ARCHES 300lb paper (Instructor will show you how to tear it to size) 
Or a block of ARCHES 140lb watercolor paper (20 sheets) 
“The key here is to get paper that works...cheap paper does not work and will 
only frustrate you, so don't get it....even if the sales person says it is as good as 
Arches....so rather then waste your money, spend it on a sheet of good paper 
and we will cut it into pieces so you see how real paper works.” 
 
Hard Pencil “H is good”  
 
Kneaded eraser  
 
Round Brushes 
“an inexpensive pack at Ben Franklin will work, just make sure they are 
watercolor brushes" 
 
A Palette that closes and has at least six wells in it 
“If you want to get a cheaper palette, be prepared to cover it with plastic wrap till 
the paint dries. Preferred are palettes that have a good mixing areas.  If your 
pallet does not have sufficient mixing area, bring a small square of plexiglass for 
mixing your colors”  
 
Paint  
“Artist quality paint is important if you want it to do what it is supposed to do. 
Do not buy the pre-packed really cheap paint. It isn't worth it and doesn't do what 
it should. I use tubes rather then cakes, but cakes are fine. I like Daniel Smith 
paint, which you get on the internet, but you can buy artist quality WC at Ben 
Franklin....just don't buy a pre-made kit that you used in Grade school." 
A Basic Palette for my class is: 
Ultramarine blue, Sap green, burnt umber, Yellow ochre, and Vermillion 
 
Bonus colors if you can swing it: green, gold, permanent brown, carbasole violet, 
Indigo, quin, burnt orange, cadmium yellow, and ivory black 
 
“Also bring an open mind, deep breaths, a smile, and be ready to have some 
fun!” 
	  


